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Abstract—As technology scales, the delay uncertainty caused
by process variations has become increasingly pronounced in
deep submicrometer designs. As a result, a paradigm shift from
deterministic to statistical design methodology at all levels of
the design hierarchy is inevitable. In this paper, we propose a
variation-aware task and communication mapping methodology
for multiprocessor system-on-chips that uses network-on-chip
communication architecture so that the impact of parameter
variations can be mitigated. Our mapping scheme accounts for
variability in both the processing cores and the communication
links to ensure a complete and accurate model of the entire
system. A new design metric, called performance yield and
defined as the probability of the assigned schedule meeting the
predefined performance constraints, is used to guide both the task
scheduling and the routing path allocation procedure. An efficient
yield computation method for this mapping complements and
significantly improves the effectiveness of the proposed variation-
aware mapping algorithm. Experimental results show that our
variation-aware mapper achieves significant yield improvements
over worst-case and nominal-case deterministic mapper.

Index Terms—Multiprocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs), pro-
cess variability, scheduling, task mapping.

I. Introduction

AGGRESSIVE technology scaling enables integration ca-
pacities of billions of transistors [1]. As a result, en-

tire systems can now be integrated on a single chip die
[system-on-chip (SoC)] [2], [3]. In fact, many embedded
systems nowadays are heterogeneous multiprocessors with
several different types of processing elements (PEs), including
customized hardware modules [such as application-specific
integrated circuits (ASICs)], programmable microprocessors,
and embedded field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA), all of
which are integrated on a single die to form what is known
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as a multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC) [4]. Integrating
multiprocessors on the same chip creates great challenges in
the interconnection design. Technology scaling and reliability
concerns, such as crosstalk and electromigration, motivate us
to adopt the network-on-chip (NoC) architecture as a scalable
approach for interconnect design [5], [6].

The intellectual property reuse approach has been widely
advocated as an effective way to improve designer productivity
and efficiently utilize the billions of available transistors in
complex SoC designs [4]. In this approach, the designers are
required to partition the logic functionality into hard and soft
modules. By assigning the software functions to appropriate
hardware PEs, the designer must then determine if the resulting
embedded system can meet the real-time constraints imposed
by the design specifications [4]. Design decisions taken at
the early stages of the design process are critical in avoiding
potentially high-cost alterations in the more advanced phases
of the process. Consequently, the designer must conduct early
analysis and evaluation to guarantee that the performance
and cost targets are met. Traditionally, task scheduling and
communication path allocation based on a worst-case (WC)
timing analysis are used to evaluate these possible designs
during the early design stages. Hence, the deterministic slack
can be used to assess the tightness of the timing constraints
and guide the task scheduling and communication allocation
in this early exploration process.

However, the challenges in fabricating transistors with
diminutive feature sizes in the nanometer regimes have re-
sulted in significant variations in key transistor parameters,
such as transistor channel length, gate-oxide thickness, and
threshold voltage. Parameter variation across identically de-
signed neighboring transistors is called within-die variation,
while variation across different identically designed chips is
aptly called inter-die variation. This manufacturing variability
can, in turn, cause significant performance and power devia-
tions from nominal values in identical hardware designs. For
example, Intel has shown that process variability can cause up
to a 30% variation in chip frequency and up to a 20x variation
in chip leakage power for a processor designed in 180 nm tech-
nology [7]. As technology scales further, performance varia-
tions become even more pronounced. It has been predicted
that the major design focus in sub-65 nm very large-scale
integration design will shift to dealing with variability [7], [8].

Designing for the WC scenario may no longer be a viable
solution, as WC analysis without taking the probabilistic
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Fig. 1. Execution times of X and Y have independent Gaussian distributions
N(µ, σ2). The WCET is calculated as µ+3σ. X+Y follows [N(µX +µY , σ2

X +
σ2

Y )]. Therefore, WCETX+Y < WCETX + WCETY .

nature of the manufactured components into account can result
in an overly pessimistic estimation in terms of performance.
For example, Fig. 1 shows that simply adding the worst-case
execution time (WCET) of two tasks can result in a pessimistic
estimation of the total WCET, and may end up necessitating
the use of excess resources to guarantee real-time constraints.
Under process variation (PV), slack is no longer an effective
metric, for it is not a fixed value any longer. Thus, the impact
of large process variability requires a shift from deterministic
design methodology to statistical design methodology at all
levels of the design hierarchy [1].

In this paper, variation-aware performance analysis is inte-
grated into the task scheduling and communication path allo-
cation process for efficiently designing SoCs in the presence
of unpredictable parameters. An important contribution of this
paper is the inclusion of the communication backbone in the
variability aware mapping scheme. Integrating multiprocessor
on the same chip creates great challenges in the interconnect
design, and NoC architecture is regarded as a viable and
scalable solution [5], [6], [8]. NoC routers are expected
to exhibit variations in performance, much like every other
system component. Therefore, it is imperative for the analysis
model to capture variability in all mission-critical modules of
the entire SoC. Given the criticality of the interconnection
network in any multicore SoC, our analysis and mapping
algorithm includes the NoC infrastructure. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first paper to implement a variability
aware mapping scheme based on analysis of both the PEs and
the interconnection network.

In addition to variation-aware analysis, we introduce the
new concept of parametric yield to accommodate the new real-
ity of non-negligible variability in modern NoC architectures.
Traditionally, yield has been viewed as a metric to determine
hardware implementations which meet the predefined fre-
quency requirements. Manufacturers reject the subset of dies
that fail to meet the required performance constraints. Thus,
classification based on manufacturing yield is very important
from a commercial point of view. In this paper, we extend
the notion of yield to a higher abstraction level in the design

flow; we define the parametric yield of the SoC design as
the probability of the design meeting the real-time constraints
imposed by the underlying system. Subsequently, designs that
cannot meet the real-time constraints have to be discarded.
Hence, this definition of yield relates directly to the design
cost and design effort and is a direct corollary of decisions
and choices made throughout the design process. Experimental
results clearly indicate that the proposed PV-aware approach in
the early design exploration phase can lead to significant yield
gains down the line. Specifically, our variation-aware scheduler
can obtain 45% and 34% performance yield improvements
over WC and nominal-case (NC) conventional (i.e., determin-
istic) schedulers, respectively, across a wide gamut of multiple
processor benchmarks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the related work in this area. In Section III, the
PV-aware task and communication mapping problem is formu-
lated. Section IV discusses statistical timing analysis for task
and communication mapping. Section V presents the variation-
aware task and communication mapping algorithm. Section VI
shows experimental results and Section VII concludes this
paper and points to future plans.

II. Related Work

Related work pertaining to this paper can be divided into
four different categories: 1) traditional task and communica-
tion mapping for embedded systems; 2) gate-level statistical
analysis and optimization; 3) statistical performance analysis
approaches for embedded systems; and 4) probabilistic anal-
ysis for real-time embedded systems.

A. Task Allocation and Scheduling for Embedded Systems

There have been extensive studies in the papers on task
allocation and scheduling for embedded systems. Precedence-
constrained task allocation and scheduling has been proven to
be an NP-hard problem [9]; thus, allocation and scheduling
algorithms usually use a variety of heuristics to quickly find
a suboptimal solution [10], [11]. Recently, several researchers
have investigated the task scheduling problem for dynamic-
voltage-scaling-enabled (DVS) real-time multicore embedded
systems. Zhang et al. [12] formulated the task scheduling
problem combined with voltage selection as an integer linear
programming problem. Luo et al. [13] proposed a condition-
aware DVS task scheduling algorithm, which can handle more
complicated conditional task graphs. Liu et al. [14] proposed
a constraint-driven model and incorporated it into the power-
aware scheduling algorithm to minimize the power while
meeting the timing constraints. Shang and Jha [15] developed
a 2-D, multirate cycle scheduling algorithm for distributed
embedded systems consisting of dynamically reconfigurable
FPGAs. A recent work [8] focused on the communication path
allocation for regular NoC architectures and proposed a branch
and bound algorithm to solve it. Similar to the work [8], Hu
et al. [16] proposed an energy-aware task and communication
scheduling for NoC architectures under real-time constrains.
Murali et al. [17] addressed the design issue of synthesizing
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the most power efficient NoC interconnect for chip multi-
processors (CMPs), providing guaranteed optimum throughput
and predictable performance for any application to be executed
on the CMP. Martinez et al. [18] presented the thermal-aware
multicore architecture exploiting the NoC interconnects to
communicate and coordinate between temperature sensors, and
to adjust the frequency and voltage of PEs accordingly. How-
ever, all these approaches do not consider the manufacturing
variability.

B. Gate-Level Statistical Analysis and Optimization

Early statistical timing analysis approaches were based on
Monte–Carlo techniques, which are expensive in terms of
computation complexity and, therefore, are not suitable for
large systems. Most state-of-the-art statistical timing analysis
methods [19], [20] can be categorized into two major types:
path-based approaches and block-based approaches. Path-
based approaches perform timing analysis with a depth-first
traversal of a timing graph, by choosing a set of paths with
high probability of being critical for analysis, while the block-
based approaches perform timing analysis by traversing the
timing graph in a breadth-first manner. Since the slack is not
a deterministic value and becomes less effective in guiding
the circuit optimization, Visweswariah et al. [21] first defined
the concepts of the criticality of the path and the arc/node.
Based on the statistical timing analysis, several statistical
optimization approaches, such as statistical gate sizing, have
been proposed to improve the probability of meeting timing
constraints [22]–[24]. For other design optimization problems,
Khandelwal et al. [25] used a probabilistic criterion to guide
the buffer insertion. In logic synthesis, Singh et al. [26]
incorporated the process variability in technology mapping
algorithm.

C. Probabilistic Real-Time Embedded Systems

More related work on probabilistic real-time embedded
system design will be discussed in Section III-C, after the
problem formulation is presented in Section III-B.

D. Probabilistic Analysis for Real-Time Embedded Systems

Research to study PVs in embedded systems, especially
at the system level, is still in its infancy. Recently, Mar-
culescu et al. developed a statistical performance analy-
sis approach for embedded systems [27], [28]. Marculescu
et al. [28] performed statistical performance analysis for single
and multiple voltage frequency island systems, and computed
performance bounds of these systems based on the statistical
analysis. Garg et al. [27] investigated the impact of PVs on
the throughput for multiple voltage frequency island systems
and proposed a method to compute the throughput considering
the process variability.

Our contributions in this paper distinguish themselves in the
following aspects.

1) We first formulate the PV-aware task and communication
mapping problem for NoC architectures and propose an
efficient variation-aware scheduling algorithm to solve
it; the novelty lies in the augmentation of process-
variability induced uncertainties in the mapping model.

2) We subsequently introduce and employ the notion of
performance yield in the dynamic priority (DP) compu-
tation of the task and communication mapping process.

3) Finally, we develop a yield computation method for the
partially scheduled task graphs.

III. Preliminaries

This section lays the foundations upon which our proposed
variation-aware task and communication mapping algorithm
rests. We first describe the evaluation platform specification
and the modeling approaches for variations. We then present
the problem formulation, and finally we discuss how our pro-
posed work complements and expands on existing probabilistic
real-time embedded system research.

A. Platform Specification and Modeling

Heterogeneous multiprocessors tend to be more efficient
than homogenous multiprocessor implementations at tackling
inherent application heterogeneity [4], since each PE is opti-
mized for a particular part of the application running on the
system. Motivated by this characteristic, the PEs of the NoC
platform utilized in this paper are assumed to be heterogeneous
and interconnected with routers. For instance, the PE can be
a digital signal processor, general-purpose central processing
unit or an FPGA. Note that the field-programmable modules
are starting to be integrated into larger SoCs to enable extra
flexibility in the mapped design through customization of the
embedded FPGA fabric [4].

Our delay distribution model for the PEs and the routers is
based on the maximum delay distribution model of processors,
as presented in [29]. According to this model, the critical
path delay (CPD) distribution of a processor due to inter-die
and intra-die variations is modeled as two normal distribu-
tions finter ∼ N(Tnorm, σinter) and fintra ∼ N(Tnorm, σintra),
respectively. Tnorm is the mean value of the CPD, while σinter

and σintra are the delay deviations due to inter-die and intra-
die PVs, respectively. The impact of both inter-die and intra-
die variations on the chip’s maximum CPD distribution is
estimated by combining these two delay distributions. The
maximum CPD is calculated as follows:

Tcp,max = Tnorm + �Tinter-dmax + �Tintra-dmax (1)

where �Tinter-dmax and �Tintra-dmax are the deviations in the
nominal CPD resulting from inter-die and intra-die fluctua-
tions, respectively. The maximum CPD density function re-
sulting from inter-die and intra-die variations is then calculated
as the convolution of fTnorm

, finter-dmax, and fintra-dmax [29] as
follows:

fchip = fTnorm
∗ finter-dmax ∗ fintra-dmax. (2)

finter-dmax ∼ N(0, σinter) is obtained by shifting the original
distribution, finter. fTnorm

= δ(t − Tnorm) is an impulse at
Tnorm. The chip’s intra-die maximum CPD density function is
fintra-dmax = Ncpfintra × (Fintra)Ncp−1, where Fintra is the chip’s
intra-die cumulative delay distribution and Ncp is the number
of critical paths present in the design under evaluation. Similar
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Fig. 2. Example of PV-aware task scheduling for an NoC architecture. The
NoC architecture contains four PEs, PE1–PE4, and these PEs are connected
by routers. For illustration purpose, this simple example does not show the
communication mapping. Assume that PE1 has larger delay variation than
PE2 due to intra-die variation. M1 and M2 are two schedules for the possible
placement of Task 3. In schedule M1, Task 3 is scheduled onto PE1, which
causes a large completion time (CPT) variation. In schedule M2, Task 3 is
scheduled onto PE2, which results in smaller CPT variation. (a) and (b)
Distributions of the CPTs of the two different task schedules M1 and M2,
denoted as CPTM1(t) and CPTM2(t), shown here as probability distribution
functions.

to Marculescu et al.’s work [28], the delay distributions of the
PE and the router are approximated as Gaussian distributions.

B. Problem Formulation

In task scheduling and communication path allocation, the
application is represented as a directed acyclic precedence
graph G = (V , E), as shown in Fig. 2. The vertex, vi ∈ V , in
the task graph represents the computational module, i.e., task.
The arc, e(i, j) = (vi, vj) ∈ E, represents both the precedence
constraints and the communications between task vi and task
vj . The weight w[e(i, j)] associated with the arc e(i, j) in a
task graph represents the amount of data that passes from task
vi to vj .

As previously stated, the target NoC architecture in this
paper contains heterogenous PEs, connected by routers. How-
ever, the methodology and algorithm presented in this paper
can also be used with alternative interconnection fabrics,
such as rings, crossbars, or shared bus, with appropriate
modifications to reflect the communication overhead of the
interconnection protocol.

To account for PV in task scheduling and communication
path allocation, the steps are as follows.

1) An execution time distribution table captures the effects
of process variability by associating each task node,

ti, in the task graph with execution time distributions
corresponding to each PE in the system, i.e., element
delay[i][j] in the table stores the execution time distri-
bution of task ti if it is executed on the jth PE in the
architecture.

2) The delay distributions of the routers capture the effects
of process variability. The NoC routers are nominally
expected to operate at a particular frequency. However,
process variability may degrade this nominal perfor-
mance. Therefore, some of the routers in the intercon-
nection network may well be slower than others. Varia-
tion in speed between the routers will, inevitably, affect
the inter-processor communication efficiency. Hence,
when mapping tasks to specific processing cores on the
basis of process variability robustness, one should also
account for variability in the communication fabric. Our
model accurately captures this phenomenon, leading to
a more inclusive and complete modeling of the entire
SoC.

3) In addition, a new metric called performance yield is
introduced to evaluate process scheduling. The perfor-
mance yield is defined as the probability of the assigned
schedule meeting the deadline constraint as follows:

Yield = P(CPT ≤ deadline) (3)

where CPT is a stochastic variable describing the dis-
tribution of the CPT of the schedule. In this paper,
the performance constraint, which is represented as a
lower bound of the performance yield, is imposed to
the process of task scheduling and communication path
allocation, in order to maintain the performance of the
mapping at a predefined level.

Thus, the variation-aware task graph scheduling process is
formulated as follows: given a directed acyclic task graph for
an application running on a NoC architecture that contains
heterogeneous PEs, find a feasible mapping, which includes
the scheduling of the tasks to the PEs and the communication
path allocation, and determine a mapping which maximizes the
performance yield under predefined performance constraints.

Fig. 2 shows an example of mapping a task graph to a
four-PE NoC platform. The example illustrates the difference
between PV-aware task scheduling and conventional determin-
istic task scheduling (DTS) based on WC or NC delay models.
Note that the communication path allocation is not considered
in this simple example. The NoC platform contains four PEs,
PE1–PE4. PE1 has larger delay variation than PE2 due to
intra-die variation. M1 and M2 are two schedules for possible
placement of Task 3. In schedule M1, Task 3 is scheduled
onto PE1, which causes large CPT variation. In schedule M2,
Task 3 is scheduled onto PE2, which results in smaller CPT
variation. The distributions of the CPT of task schedules, M1
and M2, are denoted as CPTM1(t) and CPTM2(t), respectively.
Given that the deadline of schedule M is T , with a CPT
distribution of CPTM(t), the performance yield of schedule
M, can be computed as follows:

YieldM(T ) =
∫ T

0
CPTM(t)dt. (4)
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It can be observed that deterministic scheduling techniques
lead to suboptimal scheduling decisions. When the deadline of
the task is set to T1 as in Fig. 2(a), Task 3 should be sched-
uled onto PE2 to achieve higher yield, i.e., YieldM1(T1) <

YieldM2(T1). However, deterministic scheduling based on NC
delay models would choose PE1 because the NC CPT of
schedule M1 is less than that of schedule M2. Meanwhile,
when the deadline of the task is set to T2, as in Fig. 2(b), Task

3 should be scheduled onto PE1 to obtain larger yield, i.e.,
YieldM1(T2) > YieldM2(T2). However, deterministic schedul-
ing based on WC delay models would choose PE2 because
the WC CPT of schedule M2 is less than that of schedule
M1. Thus, it is critical to adopt PV-aware scheduling, which
takes into account the distribution of the execution time and
not merely a NC or WC value.

C. Complementing Existing Probabilistic Real-Time Embed-
ded System Research

The real-time community has recognized that the execution
time of a task can vary, and has proposed probabilistic
analysis for real-time embedded systems [30]–[32], where
the probability that the system meets its timing constraints
is referred to as feasibility probability [31]. However, this
statistical analysis is for execution time variations caused
by software factors (such as data dependency and branch
conditions), and hardware variations were not modeled. The
actual meanings of feasibility probability and performance
yield are quite different; e.g., feasibility probability = 95%
means that the application can meet the real-time constraints
during 95% of the running time; performance yield = 95%
means that 95% of the fabricated chips can meet the real-
time constraints with 100% guarantee, while the other 5% of
the chips may not meet the real-time constraints. Therefore,
feasibility probability is a time domain metric and is suitable
for “soft real-time” systems, while performance yield is a
physical domain metric (i.e., percentage of fabricated chips)
and it can guarantee that good chips meet hard deadlines.

In summary, the scheme proposed in this paper provides
a complementary perspective to existing probabilistic real-
time embedded system analysis by taking into account the
underlying hardware variations during the task allocation and
scheduling processes.

IV. Statistical Task Graph Timing Analysis

In this section, we present our statistical timing analysis
methodology for the application task graph.

In statistical timing analysis for task graphs, the timing
quantity is computed by using two atomic functions sum

and max. Assume that there are three timing quantities, A,
B, and C, which are random variables. The sum operation
C = sum(A, B) and the max operation C = max(A, B) will be
defined as follows.

1) The sum operation is easy to perform. For example,
if A and B both follow Gaussian distributions, the
distribution of C = sum(A, B) would also follow a
Gaussian distribution with a mean of µA + µB and a

variance of
√

σ2
a + σ2

b − 2ρσaσb, where ρ is the correla-
tion coefficient.

2) The max operation is quite complex. Tightness proba-
bility [33] and moment matching techniques could be
used to determine the corresponding sensitivities to the
process parameters. Given two random variables, A and
B, the tightness probability of random variable A is
defined as the probability of A being larger than B.
An analytical equation in [33] is used to compute the
tightness probability, thus facilitating the calculation of
the max operation.

The delay distribution of the PEs and the routers in the
system can also be obtained through statistical timing analysis
tools [21], [34]. With the atomic operations defined, the timing
analysis for the resulting task graph can be conducted using
program evaluation and review technique (PERT)-like traversal
[34]. The PERT algorithm is used to find the longest path
in the task graph by traversing it in topological order using
the two functions sum and max defined above. Like, in
the conventional deterministic static timing analysis, the max

operation is performed at the nodes with multiple input arcs,
while the sum operation is performed at all the nodes in the
graph.

V. PV-Aware Task and Communication Mapping

for NoC Architectures

In this section, we first introduce the new metric of perfor-
mance yield in the DP computation of task scheduling. We then
present a yield computation method for task graphs. Finally,
based on the new DP computation scheme, a new statistical
scheduling algorithm is presented.

A. PV-Aware DP

In a traditional dynamic list scheduling approach, the
ready tasks—for which the precedent tasks have already been
scheduled—are first formed; the priorities of these ready tasks
are then computed. Finally, the task node with the highest
priority for scheduling is scheduled. The above steps are
repeatedly executed until all the tasks in the graph are sched-
uled. In this approach, the priority of the task is recomputed
dynamically at each scheduling step; thus, we call the priority
of the task as DP. In previous works in the literature, the DP
of the ready task is computed based on deterministic timing
information from the PEs. We refer to this technique as DTS.

However, under large PVs, the delay variations for a PE
have to be taken into account in the DP computation, leading to
statistical task scheduling (STS). To compute the DP in STS,
we introduce a new metric, called conditional performance
yield for a scheduling decision. The conditional performance
yield for a task–PE pair, Yield(Ti, Pj), is defined as the
probability of the task schedule meeting the predefined perfor-
mance constraints. It is denoted as Probability [DTaskGraph <

deadline|(Ti, Pj)], where DTaskGraph is the CPT of the entire
task graph under the condition that task Ti is scheduled onto
PE Pj . The yield metric is an effective metric in guiding the
task scheduling, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3. During scheduling, some tasks have not been mapped to PEs, and
paths in both the scheduled and unscheduled subtask graphs contribute to the
delay of the entire task graph. The path going through Task 4 consists of two
paths, p1 and p2, where p1 is the path from the start task node, Task 0, to
Task 4, and p2 is the path from Task 4 to the end task node, Task 8.

Based on the aforementioned performance yield definition,
the PV-aware DP for task Ti can be computed as follows:

PVaware DP(Ti) = MaxYield(Ti) + �Yield(Ti) (5)

where we assume that the largest yield is obtained when task
Ti is scheduled to the jth PE Pj . MaxYield(Ti) is computed
as follows:

MaxYield(Ti) = max{Yield(Ti, Pj), ∀j ∈ [1, N]}. (6)

Similar to deterministic scheduling [10], we define �Yield(Ti)
as the difference between the highest yield and the second
highest yield, which stands for the yield loss if task Ti is not
scheduled onto its preferred PEs. We have

�Yield(Ti) = MaxYield(Ti) − 2nd Yield(Ti) (7)

where 2nd Yield(Ti) = max{Yield(Ti, Pk)}, ∀k ∈ [1, N] and
k �= jmax. Here, jmax is the index of the PE yielding the
maximum yield for task Ti, as shown in (6).

In finding the best PE for a specific task, Ti, instead of
using the relative complex yield metric of the entire task graph,
we compare two delay distributions of the path directly to
speed up the scheduling process. We define path yield(Pj) as
Probability[delay Pj < deadline|(Ti, Pj)], where delay Pj

is computed as the longest path passing through task Ti.

B. Yield Computation for Partially Scheduled Task Graphs

To compute the performance yield at each scheduling step,
we first estimate the delay of the path in the partially scheduled
task graph, in which a part of the task graph has not been
scheduled. During the scheduling, some tasks have not been
mapped to PEs, and paths in both the scheduled and unsched-
uled subtask graphs contribute to the delay of the entire task
graph. For example, in Fig. 3, the path going through Task 4

consists of two paths, p1 and p2, where p1 is the path from
the start task node, Task 0, to Task 4, and p2 is the path from
Task 4 to the end task node, Task 8. The delay of that path
can be computed as delay(path T4) = delay(p1) + delay(p2).
p2 is considered as a path in the unscheduled subtask graph.
Consequently, to compute the path delay, the timing quantities
of the tasks in the unscheduled subtask graph need to be deter-
mined. In this paper, we develop two methods to approximate
these timing quantities (delay distributions).

1) For each task, the adjust mean and adjust variance
are used in computing the delay of the unscheduled
task graph. We define an adjust mean and an adjust
variance of the execution time, denoted AdjMean(Ti)
and AdjSigma(Ti), respectively, for unscheduled task Ti

as follows:

AdjMean(Ti) =

∑N
j=1 E(Delay(Ti, Pj))

N
(8)

AdjSigma(Ti) =

√∑N
j=1 σ(Delay(Ti, Pj))2

N
(9)

where N is the total number of PEs in the NoC platform
and Delay(Ti, Pj) is the execution time distribution of
task Ti over PE Pj . This distribution is determined by the
CPD distribution of Pj , as well as the clock cycle count
for the execution of Ti over Pj . The CPD distributions of
PEs are obtained via statistical timing analysis of PEs.

2) We first perform an initial scheduling via determin-
istic scheduling or variation-aware scheduling based
on timing information obtained through method 1. We
then evaluate the timing quantities for the tasks in
the unscheduled subtask graph based on these initial
scheduling results.

3) With the initial scheduling, each task is tentatively as-
signed to a PE. We then proceed to perform the schedule
adjustment starting from the start task, according to the
DP defined in (5)–(7).

Thus, with the timing quantities of the tasks nodes and
edges in the unscheduled task graph determined, we compute
the CPD from a particular task node to the end task node
in the task graph. We perform statistical timing analysis
based on the estimated timing quantities (adjusted means and
variances) of the unscheduled tasks, to compute the CPD for
each task node in a task graph through a single PERT-like
graph traversal.

After the path delay has been determined, the CPT of the
partially scheduled task graph needs to be computed. Based
on the same concept of cut-set as in [24], we develop a yield
computation method for a partially scheduled task graph. A
cut-set of a timing graph with a given linear topological order
(LTO)1 of a node n is defined to be the set of edges (ni, nj)
which satisfy LTO(ni) ≤ LTO(n) and LTO(nj) > LTO(n).
From graph theory, all the paths from the source node to the
sink node have to pass through any cut-set which separates

1A LTO of the nodes in a timing graph is a total order based on the
relationship that the order of any node x that lies in the fanout cone of a
node n is strictly larger than the order of node n, and that no two nodes in a
timing graph have the same order.
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Fig. 4. Yield computation for a partially scheduled task graph to address
structural dependency. The virtual arc from Task 1 to Task 6 indicates that
Task 1 and Task 6 are scheduled onto the same PE and there is no data
transferring on the arc (1, 6). Virtual arcs have to be included in the cut-set,
since they may lie on the critical path.

the source and sink nodes in a directed acyclic graph [35],
[36]. Here, the cut-set is selected to include the task that is
currently being scheduled. Consequently, the delay distribution
of the entire task graph can be obtained by the Max operation
over the delays of all the paths going through the edges in that
cut-set.

However, the task graphs have to be modified to include
structural dependency. We borrow the term structural depen-
dency from pipeline design and define it in our context as
two tasks being scheduled onto the same PE. As shown in
Fig. 4, let us assume that Task 6 and Task 1 are scheduled
onto the same PE. Although there is no data transfer from
Task 1 to Task 6, virtual arc (1, 6) is added to the task
graph, because Task 6 is assigned to the same PE as Task
1 according to the initial scheduling. Despite the fact that
structural dependencies have been taken into account in the
preceding timing computation, one still has to include these
virtual arcs in the cut-set extraction, as illustrated in Fig. 4,
because these arcs may, in fact, lie on the critical path. Given
the longest path delay through each task node in the cut-set,
the performance of the entire task graph can be computed as
follows:

DTaskGraph = Max{path delay(Ti)} ∀Ti ∈ cutset (10)

where path delay(Ti) is the delay of the longest path from
the start task node to the end task node passing through
task Ti in the cut-set. At each step of task scheduling, the
only changes to the timing quantities in a partially scheduled
task graph are those of the task node being scheduled and
its incoming arcs, as shown in Fig. 4. The approximate
timing quantities of the task being scheduled and its in-
coming arcs are replaced with the values computed using
the delay information of the PE onto which the particular
task is being scheduled. Assume task Ti is being sched-
uled onto PE Pj . The delay of the longest path from the
start task node to task node Ti, AVT (Ti, Pj), can be com-
puted as max[data available(Ti, Pj), PE available(Pj)] +

Fig. 5. Pseudo code of the proposed variation-aware task scheduling process.

execution time(Ti, Pj). data available(Ti, Pj) represents the
time the last of the required data becomes available from one
of its parent nodes. PE available(Pj) represents the time that
the last node assigned to the jth PE finishes execution. Thus,
the longest path delay going through task Ti, path delay(Ti),
can be computed as follows:

path delay(Ti) = AVT (Ti, Pj) + CPD(Ti). (11)

C. Mapping Algorithm

With the notion of variation-aware DP defined, the corre-
sponding scheduling algorithm designed to mitigate the effects
of PV and improve the yield is shown in Fig. 5. Our scheduling
algorithm takes the Task Graph and the specification of
the NoC platform as inputs, and outputs the mapping of
tasks to PEs. It also computes the performance yield of that
mapping. The scheduling algorithm is described in detail as
follows.

1) In the initial scheduling of the task graph, the tasks are
scheduled with either a deterministic scheduling method
or a variation-aware method with the assumption that the
distribution of the delay of each task is determined by
the adjust mean and the adjust variance over the PEs in
the NoC architecture (Section V-B and Line 1 in Fig. 5).

2) Perform statistical timing analysis for the initial sched-
uled task graph and initialize the ready tasks set (RTS)
(Section V-A and Line 2 in Fig. 5).

3) Generate the RTS, i.e., the tasks for which the precedent
tasks have already been scheduled (Line 3). After the
task is scheduled, the new ready tasks are added to the
RTS (Line 9).

4) We choose n top-most critical tasks in the RTS as the
critical task set (CTS) and give higher priority to those
tasks that have larger impact on the performance yield
of the schedule (Line 4). The critical tasks are the tasks
that have higher probability of being on the critical path.
The CTS scheme enables us to focus on the most critical
tasks. Thus, the computation cost can be greatly reduced,
especially for large task graphs.

5) During tentative scheduling, task Ti is scheduled onto
all the possible PEs in the NoC platform (Line 6). Two
feasible mappings with the highest and second highest
yield values are then selected. Finally, after a tentative
scheduling of all the tasks in the CTS is finished, the
DP for each task is computed and the task–PE pair
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(Ti, Pj) with the maximum DP value is selected. Task
Ti is then scheduled onto PE Pj (Section V-B and Line
8 in Fig. 5). During the tentative scheduling, the path
allocation is performed for the communication between
the task nodes. In this paper, we propose a fast path
allocation algorithm as shown in Section V-D.

D. Fast Path Allocation Algorithm

From the scheduling algorithm presented in the previous
section, the communication path allocation occurs in an inner
loop of the tentative schedule to determine the scheduling
priority. Thus, it is critical to reduce the computation com-
plexity of the path allocation part, in order to improve the
performance of the entire algorithm. In this section, we present
our fast routing algorithm to allocate communication links
for the inter-task communication arcs. Since the routers are
also affected by PVs, we have to take the variability of
the routers into account while performing the routing path
allocation. Similar to those of the PEs, delay distributions of
the routers are approximated as Gaussian distributions. For the
statistical timing analysis involving routers, we use the same
methodology as that for the PEs. With our routing algorithm,
the minimal, deadlock-free, and optimal routing path can be
found by a single breadth-first traversal of the interconnection
mesh network, and a backward path extraction with linear
complexity in the NoC size.

Hu and Marculescu [8] argue that the most appropriate rout-
ing technique for the NoC architecture of a specific application
should be static, deadlock-free, wormhole-based, and minimal
due to resource limitations and latency requirements. Further-
more, the traffic patterns of the application itself should play a
major factor in deciding the routing algorithm. Consequently,
in this paper, we employ the same routing techniques and
assume registers as the buffer medium in the routers. To ensure
deadlock freedom, we employ the odd–even turn model [37]
in our routing algorithm. A 2-D mesh interconnect network
consists of four types of links: North, East, South, and West
(a fifth link connects each router to a local PE). The odd–even
turn model prohibits East-North and East-South turns at the
routers located in the even columns of the mesh, and prohibits
North-West and South-West turns at the routers located in the
odd columns.

The routing algorithm is shown in Fig. 6. Our algorithm
takes the incoming communication arcs of task Ti as in-
puts, and allocates the communication links for these arcs to
compute the latest data available time for task Ti. We use
the critical and least flexible routing communication arc first
policy because the critical communication arcs have larger
impact on the yield, and those arcs with least number of
alternative paths, i.e., lower path flexibility [8], have fewer
routing options to obtain the optimal routing path [16]. Note
that, in this paper, we do not consider the impact of network
traffic on the link delays. We assume that the bandwidths of
the communication links are large enough to accommodate
link contention. Inclusion of traffic congestion effects is left
as future work.

In Fig. 6, the getpath function allocates the communication
links for the path from a source PE to a destination PE in

Fig. 6. Pseduo code of routing algorithm.

the NoC architectures. The path allocation function consists
of two steps: 1) a breadth first search (BFS) from the source
PE to the destination PE (from Line 2 to Line 8), and 2) a
backward path extraction (Line 9) from the destination PE
to the source PE. At each intermediate node (PE), the best
link available time (LVT) is obtained from its initial node of
incoming links according to best link flag at Line 4. From
Line 5 to Line 8, a for loop iterates over all the valid outgoing
links of the current node. Valid links enforce the minimal, and
deadlock-free routing requirements. We compute the new best
LVT according to the available time and bandwidth of the
current link at Line 6. If the current node, which is the tail
node of the current link, has been visited, the new best LVT
is compared with that of the terminal node and its best link
flag is updated; otherwise, store the best LVT at that node and
set its best link flag as from current node at Line 7. After
the BFS traversal, we perform the path extraction according
to the best link flags at Line 9. The computation complexity
of the algorithm for getting the path is O(N) + O(l), where
N is the number of the PEs in the routing area and l is the
depth of graph describing the mesh network of the routing
area.

In Fig. 7, we show an example of getting the path from
source PE s to destination PE d. The dashed lines represent
the links we cannot use if we enforce both the minimal and
deadlock-free routing requirements. For example, for minimal
routing, we cannot move to PE a at s; to be deadlock-free, we
apply the odd–even rules, which prohibit routing from s to b.
The best link flag shows the direction in which the best link
comes from in the mesh. It may hold one of the following
values: North/South/West/East, and it is used for backtracking
the best link when the BFS search is completed. The best link
flag is denoted as a small dark (red in color print) square on
the sides of the bigger square in Fig. 7. At node e, we obtain
the best LVT from c, as the best link flag is on the left side
of e. The next valid move is to h. At h, we compute the new
LVT, and if h has been visited, the new LVT at h is compared
with the best LVT at h, and the best link flag is set to the
left side, if the new LVT is chosen. After the BFS traversal
reaches d, we start to trace back from d to extract the path
according to the best link flag.
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Fig. 7. Example of path allocation for the path from s to d in a mesh network
is shown in two steps: 1) perform a BFS search in the shaded mesh network
to identify best links, and 2) extract the optimal path according to the best
link flags (small red/dark square).

VI. Evaluation Results and Analysis

In this section, we present our evaluation platform and
analyze the simulation results. It will be shown that the
proposed method can effectively reduce the impact of manu-
facturing process variability and maximize performance yield,
significantly outperforming traditional deterministic task and
communication mappers that use WC or NC delay models.

A. Experiment Settings

Our variation-aware mapping algorithm was implemented
in C++ and experiments were conducted using various bench-
marks, including an MPEG2 benchmark [38], five embedded
system synthesis benchmarks from the E3S suites [39] (these
are based on data from the Embedded Microprocessor Bench-
mark Consortium), and three benchmarks (BM1–BM3) from
[40]. These benchmarks are allocated and scheduled onto a
NoC platform with 4–16 heterogenous PEs, each of which has
a Gaussian distribution of clock frequency to reflect the effects
of PV. Two sets of experiments are performed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our statistical task and communication
mapping algorithm. The first set of results is related to the
yield improvement of our variation-aware task and commu-
nication mapping process. The second set of experiments
evaluates our algorithm within the context of cost saving.

To demonstrate the yield improvement of the proposed
method, the simulation results are compared against those
of traditional deterministic task and communication mapping
procedures using NC and WC delay models. There is a
rich literature on static task scheduling algorithms for mul-
tiprocessors [41]. Since the problem of scheduling tasks on
multiprocessors for a single objective has been proved to be
an NP-complete problem, heuristic algorithms, such as list
scheduling [42], are the most commonly used techniques. At

the same time, since deterministic heuristics may fall into local
minimum point, various optimization techniques (e.g., genetic
algorithm and simulated annealing techniques) were proposed
in the literature to tackle this problem. In this paper, we use
a list scheduling-based heuristic for the NC and WC cases
during the comparison with the proposed statistical approach.

B. Experiment Results

In phase one of the evaluation process, deterministic and
statistical scheduling and mapping for the task graphs are
performed. Phase two computes the yield after the tim-
ing analysis of the scheduled task graph, by using (3).
Tables I–III show the results of the proposed statistical method
against those of deterministic techniques. We first show the
results for task scheduling only (excluding communication
path mapping) in Table I. The performance yield target is set
as 90%. The first column shows the benchmarks employed in
this analysis. From the second column to the fourth column,
we show the absolute yield results of the PV scheduler,
the deterministic WC scheduler, and the deterministic NC
scheduler, respectively. In the fifth and sixth columns, we show
the yield improvement of our statistical method over PV–WC
and PV–NC methods. The yield results show that WC-based
techniques are grossly pessimistic with an average 38% yield
loss. Similarly, NC-based techniques result in a 31% yield loss
on average. Although the deterministic approach can result
in high yield values for a few benchmarks, it is not able to
guarantee the yield across all benchmarks.

We then proceed to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed variation-aware task and communication mapper in
Table II. With the same performance yield target of 90%,
the average yield improvement against the WC scheduler and
the NC mapper are 57% and 53%, respectively. Compared with
the results in Table I, the performance yield is further improved
by taking into account the variability in the communication
paths.

In Table III, we tighten the performance yield target to be
99%, which is quite close to the WC yield requirement of
100%. The yield improvements over NC and WC decrease
to 17% and 37%, respectively. This is because the tight
performance yield target reduces the flexibility of scheduling
and mapping. Note that the WC-case of benchmark Telecom is
quite low. If we exclude this benchmark from the results, the
yield improvements are 8% and 35%, respectively. Neverthe-
less, significant yield improvement can still be obtained across
the benchmarks by using the proposed variation-aware mapper.
The discrepancy of the performance yield improvement is a
key issue of this paper, and it will be further addressed in
Section VI-C.

We also compare the run time for both the conventional
deterministic mapper and the proposed statistical mapper, to
evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms. Table IV shows the
run time of all the experiments in the unit of seconds. We can
see that the proposed algorithm can finish its execution effi-
ciently without significant increase of the run time compared
with the deterministic cases.

We then define cost as the amount of additional performance
required by the NoC architecture to meet a target yield when
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TABLE I

Yield Improvement over a Deterministic Scheduler with 90%

Performance Yield Target

Benchmark PV (%) WC (%) NC (%) PV–WC (%) PV–NC (%)
MPEG2 95 94 87 1 8
Telecom 100 100 60 0 40

Auto-indust 100 90 61 10 39
Consumer 100 34 51 66 49

Networking 90 70 56 20 34
Office 90 85 85 5 5
BM1 99 50 0 49 99
BM2 93 0 89 93 4
BM3 99 0 99 99 0

Average 96 58 65 38 31

TABLE II

Yield Improvement over a Deterministic Mapper (Considering

Communication Mapping) with 90% Performance Yield Target

Benchmark PV (%) WC (%) NC (%) PV–WC (%) PV–NC (%)
MPEG2 90 82 90 8 0
Telecom 90 0 3 90 87

Auto-indust 90 63 35 27 55
Consumer 90 55 28 35 62

Networking 90 17 42 73 48
Office 90 83 83 7 7
BM1 90 0 0 90 90
BM2 90 0 0 90 90
BM3 90 0 56 90 34

Average 90 33 37 57 53

TABLE III

Yield Improvement over a Deterministic Mapper (Considering

Communication Mapping) with 99% Performance Yield Target

Benchmark PV (%) WC (%) NC (%) PV–WC (%) PV–NC (%)
MPEG2 99 96 99 3 0
Telecom 99 15 49 84 50

Auto-indust 99 98 98 1 1
Consumer 100 66 50 34 50

Networking 99 83 83 16 16
Office 99 90 90 9 9
BM1 100 93 0 7 100
BM2 100 99 15 1 85
BM3 100 100 80 0 20

Average 99 82 63 17 37

using a deterministic method, DTM, as compared to using the
variation-aware method, STM: cost= required frequency(DTM)

required frequency(STM) −1.
This cost metric is an effective indicator of actual manufac-
turing cost, as higher performance requirements translate to
an increase in design and manufacturing effort. Furthermore,
a higher frequency would increase power density and result
in even larger variations, larger voltage drops, and elevated
thermal issues.

Tables V–VII show the cost savings of the proposed sta-
tistical method against those of deterministic techniques. We
first show the results for task scheduling only (excluding
communication path mapping) in Table V. The performance
yield target is set as 90%. In the second and third columns, we
show the percentage of additional speed required by the NoC
architecture when using a deterministic WC scheduler and a
deterministic NC scheduler, respectively. As can be seen from
the table, as large as 10% and 8% of the cost can be saved
over these two deterministic approaches by using the proposed
variation-aware scheduler.

TABLE IV

Run Time Comparison of Statistical and Deterministic Mappers

with 90% Performance Yield Target

Benchmark WC (s) NC (s) PV (s)
MPEG2 0.30 0.30 1.02
Telecom 0.78 0.66 3.36
Auto-indust 0.84 0.84 3.48
Consumer 0.42 0.42 1.26
Networking 0.66 0.72 2.34
Office 0.54 0.48 1.50
BM1 0.84 0.96 3.66
BM2 1.14 0.90 3.48
BM3 1.38 1.44 4.80
Average 0.77 0.75 2.77

TABLE V

Cost Saving over a Deterministic Scheduler with 90% Yield

Target

Benchmark WC (%) NC (%)
MPEG2 3 1
Telecom 15 15

Auto-indust 0 7
Consumer 3 5

Networking 5 9
Office 12 4
BM1 11 30
BM2 20 1
BM3 21 0

Average 10 8

Table VI shows the cost-saving results while taking into
account the mapping of communication paths, with perfor-
mance yield target of 90%. The average cost savings over
the WC and NC mappers are 5% and 4%, respectively.
With communication mapping, the average cost saving dimin-
ishes, which means less additional performance is required
to meet the target yield. The main reason is that in this case,
increasing the clock frequency will speed up both the PEs and
the routers; therefore, the performance yield can be improved
faster than that of the case considering only PE scheduling.

In Table VII, we show the cost-saving results of the
variation-aware mapper with performance yield target of 99%.
As we tighten the performance yield constraint, the cost sav-
ings over the WC and NC mappers diminish to be 3%. This is
because 99% of performance yield is a very strict requirement,
which greatly reduces the design space for scheduling and
mapping. We argue that higher cost savings can be achieved
if:

1) lower performance yield target is set, as is shown in
Table VI;

2) the variation model for the PEs and the routers are based
on the work in [29], which used the 0.25µm technology.

As the technology scaling leads to even larger variations
in integrated circuits, the variation problem becomes more
severe in current technology node. Therefore, the necessity
of statistical analysis and design is obvious, and the benefits
of using the proposed statistical approaches in MPSoC will
certainly increase.
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TABLE VI

Cost Saving over a Deterministic Mapper (Considering

Communication Mapping) with 90% Yield Target

Benchmark WC (%) NC (%)
MPEG2 3 0
Telecom 4 4

Auto-indust 3 3
Consumer 6 4

Networking 9 7
Office 4 6
BM1 5 5
BM2 6 5
BM3 5 4

Average 5 4

TABLE VII

Cost Saving over a Deterministic Mapper (Considering

Communication Mapping) with 99% Yield Target

Benchmark WC (%) NC (%)
MPEG2 3 0
Telecom 4 4

Auto-indust 3 3
Consumer 5 2

Networking 4 0
Office 3 5
BM1 3 4
BM2 2 5
BM3 0 4

Average 3 3

C. Analysis of the Discrepancy in Experiment Results

In the previous section, we are aware of the discrepancy of
the performance yield improvement across the benchmarks.
This is the key point to be clarified in this section. Basically,
the performance discrepancy of the algorithm is due to: 1) the
deadline of the execution time, and 2) the differences between
internal structures of the benchmarks.

This can be explained more clearly with the simple example
in Fig. 2, back in Section III-B. As shown in the figure,
two schedules M1 and M2 are possible for the placement of
Task 3. In conventional WC-based mapping, schedule M2
will always be selected, since scheduling Task 3 on PE2 will
result in a smaller WCET. Similarly, in NC-based mapping,
schedule M1 will always be selected despite the deadline
setting. However, in variation-aware mapping, whether a
schedule can meet the yield constraint largely depends on
how the deadline of execution time is set. As shown in
Fig. 2, M2 and M1 are selected under deadlines T1 and T2,
respectively. In this case, if the deadline is set as T1, the yield
improvement of PV-approach over WC-approach will be zero
because both the approaches select the same schedule, and
the yield improvement of PV-approach over NC-approach
will be significant. On the contrary, if the deadline is set as
T2, the yield improvement of PV-approach over NC-approach
will be zero, and the yield improvement of PV over WC
will be huge. From the example we can see that different
settings of the execution deadline will result in significantly

TABLE VIII

Impact of Deadline Settings on the Yield Improvement of

PV-Aware Mapping on the Benchmark Telecom

Deadline WC (%) NC (%) PV (%)
160.0 60 90 100
159.0 51 89 100
158.0 40 89 100
157.0 31 87 99
156.0 22 85 99
155.0 15 49 99
154.0 09 38 98
153.0 05 28 97
152.0 03 20 96
151.0 01 13 95
150.0 0 08 94
149.0 0 05 92
148.0 0 03 90

different yield improvements, and this is one of sources for
the discrepancy in the yield improvement results.

We can further show the impact of deadline settings with
results from one of the benchmarks Telecom. In Table VIII,
we vary the deadline of execution time as shown in the first
column, and show the yield values for WC, NC, and PV
approaches in Columns 2–4, respectively. When the deadline is
set to 160.0, the PV-aware approach achieves almost only 10%
yield improvement over the NC but nearly 40% improvement
over the WC. However, when the deadline is changed to 148.0,
the PV approach can lead to a huge yield improvement of near
90% over either WC or NC approaches.

The differences between internal structures of the bench-
marks also have strong impact on the performance of different
approaches. Benchmarks that have “deep” critical paths, which
means there are lots of nodes on the critical path, tend to have
better performances with PV-aware approach. That is because
as the depth increases, the delay variations of the nodes cancel
out each other and the overall variance decreases. As shown
in Fig. 1, back in Section I, for one single task X, the relative
variance is ( 3µ

σ
= 9

30 = 21
70 ), while for two tasks X and Y,

the overall relative variance is ( 3µ

σ
= 15

70 ). As the relative
variance reduces, the yield under certain deadline of execution
time increases and the performance of the PV-aware approach
is improved.

In brief, whether to apply the PV-aware approach on task
mapping of MPSoC depends not only on the design specifi-
cations but also on the characteristics of the applications to
be run on the target MPSoC. In many practical cases, it can
provide a more accurate estimation of the timing quantities in
MPSoC and, thus, effectively improve the quality of design.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

Fabricating transistors at feature sizes in the deep sub-
micrometer regime is proving increasingly challenging and
leads to significant variations in critical transistor parameters,
such as transistor channel length, gate-oxide thickness, and
threshold voltage. This manufacturing variability consequently
causes substantial performance and power deviations from
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nominal values in identical hardware designs. As technol-
ogy scales down relentlessly, the impact of these variations
becomes even more pronounced. The established practice of
designing for the WC scenario is no longer a viable solution,
since it yields overly pessimistic design estimates that unnec-
essarily increase design and manufacturing costs. This realiza-
tion has led to a marked shift from deterministic to statistical
design methodologies across all levels of the design hierarchy.

In this paper, we formulated a variation-aware scheduling
process for heterogeneous multicore NoC architectures and
proposed a statistical mapping algorithm to mitigate the effects
of parameter variations. The proposed scheme accounts for
variability in both the PEs and the communication fabric. Just
like the processing cores, the NoC routers are also assumed to
be affected by PV. Hence, the model employed by our algo-
rithm captures this effect as part of the mapping and allocation
process. By including both the processing and communication
aspects of the SoC in the algorithm, we completely and
accurately modeled the effect of variability in the entire SoC.

A new metric, known as performance yield, was used at
each step of the iterative DP computation of the task and
communication mapper. Further, an efficient yield computation
method for task and communication mapping and a fast
path allocation algorithm have been proposed to improve the
performance of the scheduling algorithm. Simulation results
show that significant yield gains can be obtained with our
variation-aware scheduling methodology. More specifically,
significant performance yield improvements over WC and NC
deterministic mappers, respectively, were reported.

The work presented here constitutes our first attempt to
incorporate the notion of manufacturing process variabil-
ity within the task and communication mapping processes.
While we have only accounted for performance variations in
the processing cores and communication infrastructure, the
methodology could be extended to include a power model that
captures variability in leakage power, which is expected to play
a dominant role in future technology nodes.
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